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SAT solvers as reasoning workhorses

I Modern SAT solvers are amazingly efficient in practice.

Progress on the engineering [of SAT solvers] has been
nothing short of spectacular. – Moshe Vardi

I Efficient back-end for any reasoning problem in NP:

I encode problem into SAT in poly-time

However:

I Many problems in KR and AI are harder than NP
(complete for Σp

2, Πp
2, etc).

I No poly-time reductions to SAT (unless PH collapses)
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Parameterized complexity analysis

I You practically always know more about the problem input
than its size in bits.

I Distinguish a parameter k , in addition to the input size n.

I Parameter captures structure (smaller k , more structure).

I Relax poly-time: f (k) · nc , for some function f , constant c
(fixed-parameter tractability).

I Reasonable running times, for small values of k .

However:

I Parameters for problems harder than NP need to be rather
restrictive to get fixed-parameter tractability.

I Algorithms only efficient on a small fraction of inputs.
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Combining the two approaches

I Two approaches to attack hard reasoning problems:

I SAT solving

I parameterized complexity

I Both have limited use for problems beyond NP.

I What if we combine them?

I New notion of tractability:
fixed-parameter tractable reductions to SAT.
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Fpt-reducibility to SAT

I For problems beyond NP, no poly-time reductions to SAT are
possible (unless the PH collapses).

I Fpt-reductions are stronger than poly-time reductions.

I Use them to “break complexity barriers” that cannot be broken
with poly-time reductions.

I Employ great practical performance of SAT solvers for
problems beyond NP.



Theoretical tools

I In order to classify for problems whether or not they
admit an fpt-reduction to SAT, we need:

I a positive toolkit

I algorithmic techniques to construct
fpt-reductions to SAT

I a negative toolkit

I a hardness theory to give evidence
that no fpt-reduction to SAT exists
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The k -∗ classes

The class ∃k∀∗ is based on the following problem:

∃k∀∗-WSat
Instance: A quantified Boolean formula ∃X .∀Y .ψ,

and a positive integer k .
Parameter: k .
Question: Is there an assignment α to X of weight k

such that ∀Y .ψ[α] is true?



What makes a negative toolkit useful?

(1) It should be a ‘robust’ theory that captures a general property
that is present in many different problems/settings.

I Related:

(Garey & Johnson, 1979)

(2) It should offer expressive and generic tools that are useful in
the classification of a wide range of problems.
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Contribution of this work

I We characterize the complexity class ∃k∀∗ using the notion of
alternating Turing machines.

(1) Shows that ∃k∀∗ captures a wide range of problems
where a particular form of computation is involved.

(2) Very general setting, useful for classifying problems.

I Along the way, we characterize ∃k∀∗ in terms of
a first-order logic model checking problem.
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ATM Characterization

I ∃k∀∗ is the class of parameterized problems that is accepted
by an alternating Turing machine that:

I is 2-alternating

I starts in an existential configuration

I uses at most f (k) · log n non-deterministic existential
steps

I ∃k∀∗ has as a complete problem:

∃k∀∗-TM-HALT

Instance: A 2-alternating Turing machine M that starts in an exis-
tential state, and positive integers k , t .

Parameter: k .
Question: Does M accept the empty input, while using at most k

existential steps and at most t universal steps?



FOL Model Checking Characterization

I ∃k∀∗ has as a complete problem:

∃k∀∗-MC
Instance: A FOL sentence ϕ = ∃x1, . . . , xk .∀y1, . . . , ym.ψ over a

vocabulary τ , and a τ -structure A.
Parameter: k .
Question: Does A |= ϕ?



Conclusion

I Fpt-reducibility to SAT as a notion of tractability

I aimed at hard problems in AI and KR (harder than NP)

I motivated by the performance of modern SAT solvers

I This approach to solving problems requires a negative toolkit
in addition to a positive toolkit.

I In this work, we strengthened the foundations of the negative
toolkit:

I evidence that it captures a general complexity barrier

I a new tool that is useful for a wide range of problems

Thanks for listening! :-)
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